



























Political unconsciousness in the All-over style: 
Concerning Janet Sobel’s “Hiroshima”
Taichi OSANA
????????
?This paper focuses on self-taught artist Janet Sobel (1894-1968). She was born in Ukraine and arrived at Ellis 
Island in New York City in 1908. She began drawing pictures at the age of 43. Importantly, she is known as a 
painter who attempted an “all-over painting” earlier than Jackson Pollock (1912-1956). Clement Greenberg 
(1909-1994), the most influential art critic in the 20th century, in his essay “‘American-type’ painting” cited 
Sobel’s work as the first instance of “all-over painting” he had seen. Greenberg recalls “Pollock (and I myself) 
admired these pictures rather furtively: they showed schematic little drawings of faces almost lost in a dense 
tracery of thin black lines lying over and under a mottled field of predominantly warm and translucent color. The 
effect?and it was the first really “all-over” one that I had ever seen, since Tobey’s show came months later?was 
strangely pleasing. Later on, Pollock admitted that these pictures had made an impression on him.”
?After the Second World War, Pollock was well known as a representative artist of Abstract Expressionism. In 
contrast, Sobel was completely forgotten in the postwar American art scene. Hence, I compare Pollock’s “all-over” 
style with Sobel’s. In the first chapter, I present an overview of Janet Sobel’s career, especially between 1943 and 
1947 when she was most active. In the second chapter, I survey previous research and indicate some problems. In 
the third chapter, I discuss the possibility of interpreting Pollock’s “all-over” style as a representation of the 
atomic bomb through Sobel’s work “Hiroshima” (1948). I conclude that the “all-over” style itself contains 
expressions of the nuclear era.
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